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About This Game

All your friends are storming the Horronym Fortress but Colonel Bouche left you to guard the supply depot. Disregarding orders
you open the depot to find a gigantic, protot 5d3b920ae0
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This little twin-stick run-and-gun is overflowing with enthusiasm. A refugee from the defunct XBox Live Indie Games service,
it has the slightly rough polish and short runtime (about an hour) common on that platform, but it makes up for that in spirit and
explosions. It's not short on fun, either: the kinda chunky mech control reminds me of an updated Metal Warriors, and nailing
bank shots with the fancy grenades always feels great. Normal difficulty is a fun ride, and the two modes above it provide plenty
of challenge, demanding skillful use of indirect shots and your recharging shield. It's simple, it's silly, it's cheap, pick it up and
blast some aliens.. a surprisingly fun game. challenging and makes you feel like a boss. brings me back to my snes days, it's
worth full price but at $0.99 it's a must have. KINDA SUCKS. I REALLY LOVE THIS GAME, not only is the responce time
of the controlls razor sharp & precise, Ilove the way the controls are setup there easy to remember, I LOVE the story were you
play as a fat plumer/soldier piloting a mini-mech to fight aliens in the sewers, AND MOST OF ALL I absolutly love the hilarius
writing that was put in this game it is so god damb funny (ESPECIAL the talks between atticus and the Colonel Bouche there so
u2665u2665u2665u2665ing funny as hell).. u2665u2665u2665u2665ING AWESOME
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